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   THEORETICAL QUESTIONS of FINANCIAL OFFENCE  
Abstract: This article deals with the analysis of theoretical background of the notion in the sphere of both financial and law responsibility and its structural element – the financial and law sanction. The author researches the real scientific ideas as to the notions “financial and law sanction”, “fine”. The author also analyses the functions of financial and law sanctions including as the basement of common law theory so as financial law in particular. His special task is to analyses the most characteristic determinants of financial and law sanction.   
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Question of financial offence deeply and scalene probed in legal financial literature during great while. The specific of concept foresees research of this question and by lawyers by theorists, and financiers, and civilest, and those, who is engaged in a criminal and administrative right. But a look exactly of financiers to this question is important theoretical payment in scientific developments of institute of offence.
In legal literature confessedly is approach after which offence is foundation of legal responsibility. Thus, for every type of legal responsibility main, system the concept of proper depict comes forward a formative element. 	From the review of right, offence is the display of tyranny, to neglect of those rules, which are approved and set the state for maintenance of social order and providing of rights, freedoms and legal interests of citizens [1, s. 138]. From the social point of view, offence always is an act which harms interests of separate citizens or society. Therefore the state must counteract it. One of the fixed assets of providing of legal conducts and fight against offence there is legal responsibility.
	In modern scientific literature there is not the unique decision of concept «offence», by investigation what the different understanding of his essence is both in general theoretic and in of a particular branch, researches. Formulation scientifically – the grounded decision of «offence», him the legislative fixing and realization in  law activity acquires today the special actuality in connection with the sharp increase of amount of offences and inability of law enforcement authorities always effectively on them to react [1, p.142].   Long time a concept «offence» was examined only as a legal fact. One of the first decisions of offence was given by S. G. Kotlyarevskiy and. L. Nazarov. On their opinion, offence is  a legal fact which shows by itself the protipravne act of deliktozdatnoy person is guilty [2, s. 40].  A. A. Ivanov names offence of good behaviour an antipode and determines him as publicly dangerous, protipravne, winy act of man, which harms personality, propert, state or society, on the whole [3]. N. S. Malein examines offence as «conscious volitional act publicly dangerous protipravnoy conduct» [4, s. 14]. As offence can be both publicly harmful (administrative offence), and publicly dangerous (crime), and a man can come forward the subject of offence not only, it is considered expedient to complement the above-mentioned decision, expounding him in the following kind: offence – it publicly a harmful or publicly dangerous act (action or inactivity),  unlaw, winy act of relict  subject (physical or legal person), which covets on interests of personality, state and society, on the whole, that guarded a law and which legal responsibility is set for [1, s. 145]. Defining a concept «offence» will pass to research of essence of financial offence. Necessity of selection of financial offence as independent foundation for application of measures of financial responsibility  foremost, with the presence of the special legal industry – financial right. One of signs of independence of industry there always is a presence of own institute of compulsion. In the field of financial law such institute is presented in the complex of normative acts, regulative the order of realization of financial activity.
	The legislation of Ukraine was contained by the concept of financial offence. It was formulated in p. of a 1.5.3 Instruction about the order of leadthrough of revisions and verifications by the organs of government control-revision service in Ukraine, ratified the order of Main control-revision administration of Ukraine from 03.10.1997 № 121: «financial offence is an action or inactivity of public, local self-government, subjects of menage all patterns of ownership, associations of citizens, public servants, citizens of Ukraine and foreign citizens, investigation of which was become by non-fulfillment financially legal norms, authorities». At the use of such approach of realization of financial offence established in the case of violation financially legal norms [5, S. 114]. With acceptance of the Budgetary code of Ukraine, a legislator formulated the concept of budgetary offence -  failure to observe of budgetary process a participant set this code et all normatively legal by the acts of order of drafting, consideration, assertion, making alteration, implementation of budget or report, about implementation of budget (item 16). During the analysis of operating normatively legal find the bases of Ukraine next decisions of financial offence.
Financial offence is an action or inactivity on pidkontrol'nikh objects investigation of which was become by non-fulfillment financially legal norms [6]. Financial offence is an action or inactivity of public, local self-government, subjects of menage all patterns of ownership, associations of citizens, public servants, citizens of Ukraine and foreign citizens, investigation of which was become by non-fulfillment financially legal norms, authorities. Financial offence is an action or inactivity of government bodies, Ukrzaliznici, Derzhspectranssluzhbi, pidkontrol'nikh establishments, them public servants investigation of which was become by non-fulfillment financially legal norms. As follows from maintenance of norms which are examined, they considerably differ from offered definicii of financial offence and, in essence, are the decision of protipravnoy conduct at industry of financial activity, but not financial offence, because does not set legal grounds for the offensive of financial responsibility for the subjects of offence. The in addition, resulted decisions fasten two forms of conduct of subjects (action or inactivity) though, but does not set the sign of guilt of act. Therefore a question of obligatory presence of guilt in composition financial offence already long time is the article of discussion among research workers in the field of financial law. 
As the Russian scientist D Makarov, with forming of the field of financial law of concept «financial offence» in the system of classification of types of offences fully logical, but after the character it to this day quite often associates and equates with administrative misconduct [7, s. 120].  Professor E. Dodin on this occasion pays regard to that instability and ambiguousness of current legislation, which regulates financial activity, generates doubts in relation to legal grounds at the decision of question about the selection of offence financially legal character as independent [8, s. 14]. On the whole such remark is actual to Ukrainian realities. Consequently, until concept of financial offence as unique foundation financially legal it will not be legislatively fastened to responsibility, until then legislative grounds for attracting of person to this type of responsibility it is possible to consider epsent .	 
Analysing nature of general concept of offence, scientists, as a rule, select the followings signs of offence: offence always is an act (by an action or inactivity); always winy act; an act is publicly dangerous and protipravne, that which conflicts with the norms of right; act for the feasance of which legal responsibility is foreseen [9, s. 18]. As justly marks O. of E. Leyst, «any offence is a winy and protipravnim act, harmful or dangerous for public relations» [10, S. 62]. There fore financial offence as has a variety of the special legal fact all signs of  unlaw act and is violation of the special requirements of financial legislation, which form this industry. A public ununconcern, as a sign of act, consists in that an act which is determined a crime draws substantial harm public relations which are guarded a penal law, or creates the real threat of infliction of such harm [11, s. 8]. Publicly a dangerous act, as a sign of objective side of corpus delict, must be volitional, that by the display of will of person. Antisocial character is the financial sign of violations of financial legislation. Acts which violate the norms of financial right harm normal financial activity of the state and local self-government.
	  The next sign of offence is acknowledge protipravnist' of act, that violation of norm of right. Not every act is offence, but only that which is accomplished despite legal orders, that breaks the law. It is or violation of prohibitions, or non-fulfillment of duties. Protipravnist' of financial offence is expressed in broken the participants of financial relations of norms of financial legislation. Offence which contains signs financial is consider a that act which is foreseen a financial legislation only. It can be expressed in non-fulfillment of duties (inactivity) or feasance of certain actions which do not answer (contradict, violate) normative orders.
	  The sign of guilt of offence accents attention on that legal responsibility can come only for winy acts. Guilt as sign of offence specifies on existence of subjective connection between a protipravnim act and his consequences and person which accomplished such action or inactivity in form intention or carelessness [7, s. 115]. Most financial offences are accomplished in form direct intention, however much latent character of financial offences, and also imperfection of legislative registration of judicial, forms of bringing in to financial responsibility, does not allow law enforcement authorities to finish telling intention and correctly to characterize the actions of offender.
	  The last sign of offence is punishability. Under «punishability» understand the condition of application to the person which accomplished financial offence, negative legal consequences which are contained in financially legal approvals [12, s. 84]. Legal investigation of feasance of act which contains the signs of financial offence is application of measures financially legal to responsibility.   In the aggregate the transferred signs form the descriptive concept of offence. It fixes general external signs in offences of different kinds, deprives in the process of research from reiterations, sends attention to findings out suti of this public phenomenon on the whole and opening of differences of him separate kinds. However much the analysis of current legislation which regulates public relations in the field of financial activity enables to draw conclusion, that the norms of current financial legislation do not determine all selected signs of financial offence.
	 A separate idea deserves attention In. Lisenko, which suggests to go near the problem of selection of financial offence, taking into account composition of offence, which is the aggregate of signs the presence of which grounds to consider a that or other act offence [13, s. 33]. He tries to model composition of such offence: object – tax, budgetary and related to them other administrative relations; an objective side is an intentional action or inactivity, perfect a legal entity, and also harmful consequences which are in causal connection with an act; a subjective side is guilt, reason, purpose; a subject is a legal entity.
	  At once becomes clear that this composition is not engulfed the types of offences generally accepted and described in a law. After the object of him it is impossible to attribute to civil, and after a subjective side and subject – to administrative offence. It is the special type of offence, the feasance of which is foreseen by attracting to the special kind of responsibility with application of unique type of punishment, – financial approvals. For attracting to this kind of legal responsibility in the law of Ukraine or in a code, coming from the theory of right and more main all – from Constitution of Ukraine, there must be the described composition of the proper offence. If there is not composition (all necessary signs), there is offence. Theoretical research of legal nature of violations of financial legislation, and also the direct practical necessities of application of responsibility for their feasance propose a requirement in relation to the legislative fixing of konstitutivnikh (objective and subjective) signs of these offences.
	  A model is that, without regard to the ambiguousness of the legislative fixing of concept of financial offence, research workers unanimously carry point in relation to independence of this legal category as foundation financially legal to responsibility.  Professor P. Pustoroslev separately in the structure of offences selected financial. To financial offences a scientist in the field of law took above all things tax, in particular, non-payment of tax by a citizen the state after the offensive of term [1]. 
 	 The row of domestic scientists selects financial offence in the structure of protipravnikh acts. Will mark that majority, both domestic and Russian, scientists are probed financial offence within the framework or tax responsibility, or budgetary, whether in the field of currency legal relationships.  Savchenko L. And., Cimbalyuk a.v., Shkarupa In. K., Became  deaf in the train aid determine financial offence as violation well-regulated financially legal by the norm of order of mobilization, distributing and use of the centralized and decentralizing funds of money, for which a legislation is foresee legal responsibility [14]. Bud'ko, probing financially legal responsibility for the feasance of tax offences, under tax offence a harmful, winy act (action or inactivity), which violates the norms of tax legislation for the feasance of which it is foreseen financially legal responsibility, understands publicly [12].
	  Independence of financial offences is determined and in an administrative law also.  Vidmezhovuyuchi them from the sphere of administrative offences,  not because of position of p. 22 st. 92 Constitutions of Ukraine, financial offences in a theory and practice are selected in the sphere of administrative deliktiv. [15, S. 7]. In opinion of O. of Music, financial offence is a protipravne, winy act which trenches upon the order of realization of financial activity set the state and draws application of the proper approvals, in particular and financial [16, S. 63].
	 For research of financial offence the advanced studies have an important value L. K. Voronovoy. It characterizes composition of offence which includes the followings elements in detail: object of offence; objective side of offence;  subject of offence; subjective side of offence. To her mind, by the general object of financial offences well-regulated the norms of financial right public relations  in the field of financial activity of the state, that in the process of forming, distributing and use of money, mean of budgets and state having a special purpose funds. These relations are in public legal, well-regulated imperative financially legal by norms.
 Consequently, we have a sufficient scientific ground of necessity of existence of such legal category as financial offence, and the legislative selection of financial offence in an independent kind will have an important value for confirmation of independence of all institute financially legal to responsibility.
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